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Copysafe Web is a one stop solution for
the protect of any web image on any
web site. It will copy protect images
from every screen capture method
(including Printscreen and Screen
Capture). The key to secure image
capture is to trap the capture method. If
a user is visiting your site and selects
Printscreen, the image will be saved to
their PC and loaded in a browser
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window. If the same user goes to your
site and attempts to copy your image,
the image will still be saved to their PC
but will be written to their hard drive,
instead of being copied to the
clipboard. This means that no matter
what your users do, you have complete
control over what they can copy. You
can even allow them to copy your
image only to a designated folder. This
is crucial when uploading images to
stock photo sites, for example. Once an
image is captured, there are three
options to choose from: Create a copy
of the page with a page title and link to
the image. Create a copy of the page
with the original page title and a link to
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the image. Allow the user to see the
image. If a user captures a page and
saves the image to their PC, they will be
given the option to either view the
image or place it on a designated folder.
Either way, they can print the image,
copy the image to the clipboard, or
email the image. If they view the
image, there is no loss of quality
because the image is displayed within a
window within the web browser instead
of being copied to the clipboard. If they
save the image to a designated folder, it
can be viewed or printed later. There is
no loss of quality because the original
image is still available for download.
This software is versatile and can be
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used for any type of website including:
\- photo galleries, \- e-commerce, \surveys, \- mailers, \- newsletters, \- etc.
Copysafe Web Features: All of the
functions of Secure Image, including: \Captures images of pages with mouse
clicks, \- Allows images to be saved
directly from the browser window, \Allows you to restrict where the images
can be saved to, \- Allows for any
number of images to be captured at
once, \- Allows for images to be copied
to the clipboard, \- Allows for images to
be printed, \- Allows for images to be
saved to a folder, \- Allows for any
number of images to be saved
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Passwords entered by the user are
encrypted and stored in a text file on
the computer. You must register with us
in order to protect your website or any
other website. Why We Need Your
Password: If a webmaster enters a
password, it could be passed to
someone that can then browse the site
without being logged in. We use a hash
(password) to protect the actual
password to your website. We cannot
recover the original password. Supports
HTML5 WYSIWYG editing that means
editors can use the familiar editing
interface they know and love with no
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JavaScript required. It also allows
developers to use a local (in-browser)
HTML5 editor to design and edit the
HTML of a web page CssDeck is the
only css deck plugin that gives you the
power to move objects around. This is
great for designing and publishing
decks, while letting you move items
around on the page to make your
designs pop out. You can also place
items on top of other items to build an
animation. Features: ⚫️ :Hover to
reveal details about the structure, option
and position of a deck. ⚫️ :Scroll down
to get to the bottom of a deck. ⚫️
:Share a link to a deck, or find your last
save link. ⚫️ :Highlight an element in a
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deck. ⚫️ :Add/remove/edit deck item.
⚫️ :View/hide/add/edit title. ⚫️
:Resize and position a deck by dragging
it. ⚫️ :Copy links to linkify a deck. ⚫️
:Create/edit/save decks with one click
(Cmd + Enter) ⚫️ :Drag deck elements
around. ⚫️ :Generate a new random
deck every time you open a deck. ⚫️
:Prevent the deck from showing up in
recent decks list. ⚫️ :Save closed and
open decks for reopening later. ⚫️
:Create new decks. ⚫️ :Use a local (inbrowser) HTML5 editor to design and
edit the HTML of a web page. ⚫️
:Create an object and make it
disappear. ⚫️ :Toggle, move, edit, lock
and lock again a sticky element. ⚫️
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Copysafe Web

Copysafe Web is the most secure
solution available to copy protect web
pages and images from all methods of
copy (including Printscreen and screen
capture). Copysafe Web includes all of
the features found in Secure Image plus
the Copysafe Web plugin to trap
capture methods. Copysafe Web
images and pages can be easily
incorporated into all web projects for
online catalogues, galleries, surveys, ecommerce and banking. Content can be
delivered from any normal web page on
any type of web server. Or it can be
delivered on the fly using cgi, SQL,
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Asp, etc. By following recommended
guidelines, CopySafe Web can enable
you to protect all of your page content
including text and other material such
as Flash movies and Pdf files.
Individual pages can also be set to allow
/ disallow print, menu controls,
keyboard or capture. Options include
Domain Lock, targeted hyperlink,
several display options, status messages,
picture frames, multi-registry for use on
several domains. batch import and
encrypt 1,000's of images at a time. The
most important area that image
encryption will protect is the
downloading of graphics using spiders
and site grabbers. Encrypted images are
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safe because the image files on the
server cannot be viewed away from the
web site, even by the webmaster.
Licensing includes software licensed
for your web site plus upgrades and
free plugin services to visitors. This
application will offer users protection
against all types of screen capture. Run
from the Windows Gui or run from
command line. Copysafe Web is the
most secure solution available to copy
protect web pages and images from all
methods of copy (including Printscreen
and screen capture). Copysafe Web
includes all of the features found in
Secure Image plus the Copysafe Web
plugin to trap capture methods.
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Copysafe Web images and pages can be
easily incorporated into all web projects
for online catalogues, galleries, surveys,
e-commerce and banking. Content can
be delivered from any normal web page
on any type of web server. Or it can be
delivered on the fly using cgi, SQL,
Asp, etc. By following recommended
guidelines, CopySafe Web can enable
you to protect all of your page content
including text and other material such
as Flash movies and Pdf files.
Individual pages can also be set to allow
/ disallow print, menu controls,
keyboard or capture. Options include
Domain Lock, targeted hyperlink,
several display options, status messages,
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picture frames, multi-registry for
What's New In Copysafe Web?

* RAR 5.51 and 7 Zip. With File type
*.RAR and *.ZIP. * Google Map with
Street View, additional Maps and High
Definition Maps (*.MDI). * Map
Folder with Points of Interest. This
version includes a stand-alone map
editor. * Management of the Maps.
Folders, Points of Interest, Entities,
Features, Attributes. This map is
suitable for road navigation. Possibility
to add new layers and edit previous
layers. Online control allows you to add
and edit all the layers. You can include
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features such as highlighting, places of
interest or road names. It also allows
you to use different map projections
and choose a range of map colors for
highlighting, rivers, roads and land
features. The inclusion of a map editor
makes the map editor the most
powerful and versatile map available.
This map is suitable for city/city area
navigation. * Organizations. Points of
Interest. * Features. * Views.
Possibility to include multiple layers.
The layers can be included in all the
views at once. Firmware with GPS,
compass, acceleration and gyroscope.
You can add a 0,1x or 2x digital
camera. The map has a navigation
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mode and a log of the user's route. *
Content: 2D/3D vector map. You can
add some places or add your own text.
You can include a color scheme, data
for vehicles and buildings. You can add
waypoints. * Graphical interface with a
user-friendly interface. You can search,
edit, add places, rename, delete and
update and save your map. It has an
integrated edit tool that allows you to
work on the selected area or select a
new one, an interactive map with a
large map area and a high-resolution
zoom in a map window. The map can
be easily saved as a single rar archive or
as a folder. * Functions: - Print your
map as you like. You can print or
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export the map to PDF. You can
convert your map to a 3D map. You can
rotate your map. You can view your
map. You can share your map. You can
save your map in a single rar file. You
can export your map as a single rar file.
* Map area: - Google Earth Pro license.
* Map resolution: - You can modify the
map size. * Quickly switch between
views. * Rapid editing. * Your current
position. * Your estimated time of
arrival. * Different GPS data can be
received, including speed, azimuth and
altitude data. * Automatic rotation of
the map. * Change the map scale and
the font size. * You can save your map
in JPEG format or as a
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System Requirements:

Operating System: Windows 10,
Windows 8/8.1, Windows 7, Windows
Vista Processor: Intel Core i5-7200u /
AMD Athlon II X4 640 Memory: 6 GB
RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT
650 or AMD Radeon HD 7870 Storage:
50 GB available space Most recent:
Tools used: 1.7.0.3711: 1.7.0.5122:
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